
Chapter 2

Pseudocode



Objectives

• To introduce common words, keywords 
and meaningful names when writing 
pseudocode

• To define the three basic control 
structures as set out in the Structure 
Theorem

• To illustrate the three basic control 
structures using pseudocode



2.1
How to write pseudocode



How to write pseudocode

• There are six basic computer operations:

1. A computer can receive information

2. A computer can put out information

3. A computer can perform arithmetic

4. A computer can assign a value to a 
variable or memory location

5. A computer can compare two variables 
and select one of two alternate actions

6. A computer can repeat a group of 
actions



1. A computer can receive information

– The verbs Read and Get are used in 
pseudocode when a computer is 
required to receive information.

– Read is used when the algorithm is 
to receive input from a record on a 
file.

– Get is used when the algorithm is to 
receive input from the keyboard.
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2. A computer can put out information

– The verbs Print, Write, Put, Output or 
Display are used in pseudocode when a 
computer is required to supply 
information or output to a device.

– Print is used when the output is to be 
sent to a printer.

– Put, Output or Display are used when 
the output is to be written to the screen.

– Prompt and Get are also used in 
pseudocode to retrieve information.
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3. A computer can perform arithmetic
– A mathematical calculation using 

either mathematical symbols or the 
words for those symbols. For 
example:
— Add number to total OR
— Total = Total +  number

– The following symbols can be written 
in pseudocode
— + Add
— - Subtract
— * Multiply
— / Divide
— () for Parentheses
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– Orders of operation

•Applies to pseudocode and to most 
computer languages

•First operation carried out will be 
any calculations contained with 
parentheses
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4. A computer can assign a value to a 
variable or memory location

– Three cases of writing pseudocode 
to assign a value to a variable:

1. The verbs Initialise or Set are used to 
give data an initial value in pseudocode.

2. Symbols ‘-’ or ‘�’ are used to assign a 

value as a result of some processing.

3. The verbs Save or Store are used to 
keep a variable for later use.
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5. A computer can compare two variables 
and select one of two alternate 
actions.

– To represent this operation in 
pseudocode, special keywords are 
used: IF, THEN and ELSE

– The comparison of data is 
established in the IF clause

– The choice of alternatives is 
determined by the THEN or ELSE
options
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6. A computer can repeat a group of actions

– When there is a sequence of processing 
steps that need to be repeated, two 
special keywords are used, DOWHILE 
and ENDDO

– The condition for the repetition of a 
group of actions is established in the 
DOWHILE clause

– The keyword ENDDO acts as a 
delimiter. As soon as the condition for 
the repetition is found false, control 
passes to the next statement after the 
ENDDO
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2.2
Meaningful names



Meaningful names

• When designing an algorithm, a 
programmer must introduce some 
unique names which represents 
variables or objects in the problem.

• Names should be meaningful.

• Names should be transparent to 
adequately describe variables 
(Number1, number2, etc.).



Meaningful names

• Underscore is used when using more 
than one word (sales_tax or 
word_count).

• Most programming language does not 
tolerate a space in a variable as space 
would signal the end of a variable 
name.

• Another method is to use capital letters 
as a word separator (salesTax or 
wordCount).



2.3
The Structure Theorem



The Structure Theorem

• There are three basic control 
structures

1. Sequence

2. Selection

3. Repetition



The Structure Theorem

1. Sequence

– Straightforward execution of one 
processing step after another

– Represents the first four basic 
computer operations

1. Receive information

2. Put out information

3. Perform arithmetic

4. Assign values



The Structure Theorem

– A typical sequence statement in an 
algorithm might read:

Add 1 to pageCount

Print heading line1

Print heading line2

Set lineCount to zero

Read customer record

– These instructions illustrate the sequence 
control structure as a straightforward list of 
steps written one after the other, in a top-
to-bottom fashion



The Structure Theorem

2. Selection

– Presentation of a condition and the 
choice between two actions, the choice 
depending on whether the condition is 
true or false

– Represents the decision-making 
abilities of the computer

– Illustrates the fifth basic computer 
operation – compare two variables and 
select one of two alternate actions



The Structure Theorem

– In pseudocode, selection is represented by 
the keywords IF, THEN, ELSE and ENDIF

IF condition p is true THEN

statement(s) in true case

ELSE 

statement(s) in false case

ENDIF

– If condition p is true, then the statement in 
true case will be executed, and the 
statement in the false case will be skipped 
(vice versa)



The Structure Theorem

3. Repetition

– Presentation of a set of instruction 
to be performed repeatedly, as long 
as the condition is true

– Block statement is executed again 
and again until a terminating 
condition occurs

– Illustrates the sixth basic computer 
operation – to repeat a group of 
actions.



The Structure Theorem

• Written in pseudocode as:

DOWHILE condition p is true

statement block

ENDDO

• DOWHILE is a leading decision loop –
condition is tested before any statements are 
executed

• ENDDO triggers a return of control to the 
retesting of the condition

• Condition is true, statements are repeated 
until condition is found false



Summary

• Six basic computer operations were 
listed:

1. Receive information

2. Put out information

3. Perform arithmetic 

4. Assign a value to a variable

5. Decide between two alternative 
actions

6. Repeat a group of actions



Summary

• Structure theorem was introduced. The 
three basic control structures are:

1. sequence 

2. selection

3. repetition

• Each control structure was associated 
with the each of the six basic 
computer operations.


